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Abstract 
Brahm, M.V., Approximating maps of 2-manifolds with zero-dimensional nondegeneracy sets, 
Topology and its Applications 45 (1992) 25-38. 
Let f: M* + M’ be a map of a 2-manifold into a 3-manifold where N, is O-dimensional. In this 
paper we present progress towards proving the conjecture that f can be approximated by an 
embedding. In particular, we prove that the conjecture is true if N, is closed. We also show that 
the conjecture is equivalent to two other conjectures; the first being a special case of itself, namely, 
when M2 is a 2-disk, and the second, a conjecture about the existence of tamely embedded 
I-skeleta of a triangulation of Int M’. Finally, we weaken the goal of finding an embedding 
approximation, and prove that f can be approximated by a map with arbitrarily small diameter 
point preimages. An important corollary of this last result is that all 3.manifolds possess the 
general position property LMSP*. 
Keywords: Recognition theorem, disjoint disks property, light map separation property, approxi- 
mation, O-dimensional nondegeneracy set. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 57M35, 57N35, 57Q55; secondary 54B15, 57M30, 57M35. 
1. Introduction 
The recognition problem for n-dimensional manifolds asks for a practical list of 
topological properties which would characterize an n-manifold. The attack on the 
recognition problem for higher dimensional manifolds (n 3 3) was eventually 
focused on those spaces which have a resolution. An n-dimensional ANR X is said 
to have a resolution (M”, f) if f: M” +X is a proper surjective map where the 
preimage of each point in X is a cell-like set. The assumption that a space X has 
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a resolution (M”,f’) brings decomposition space theory into the picture because 
then the set G(f) = {f-‘(x): x E X} is a cell-like upper semi-continuous decomposi- 
tion of the manifold M”. The nondegeneracy set of the decomposition G(f) is the 
set {p E M”: ,f~-‘(.f( p)) # {p}} and is denoted IV,. 
Edwards settled the recognition problem for the class of resolvable ANRs of 
dimensions 5 and higher in 1978 when he proved that a resolvable n-dimensional 
(n 3 5) ANR X is an n-manifold if and only if X has the disjoint disks property, 
abbreviated DDP [7]. A space X is said to have the DDP if any two maps of a 
2-disk into X can be approximated by maps with disjoint images. It’s clear that for 
n 3 5 all n-manifolds have the DDP. Edwards showed that if X is an n-dimensional 
ANR (n 3 5) with the DDP and a resolution (M”,J’), then the decomposition G(f‘) 
is shrinkable. 
The success of Edwards’ result led researchers on the 3-dimensional recognition 
problem to search for some general position property, comparable to the DDP, 
which is possessed by all 3-manifolds and is strong enough to imply the shrinkability 
of the decomposition associated with the resolution (clearly there is not enough 
room for the DDP to hold in a 3-manifold). Daverman and RepovS in [6] prove a 
recognition theorem, in the spirit of Edwards, for the class of all resolvable 3- 
dimensional ANRs where f(N,) is zero-dimensional. They prove that if X is a 
3-dimensional ANR with a resolution (M3,.f.) where f( N,) is zero-dimensional, 
then X is a 3-manifold if and only if X has the light map separation property, 
abbreviated LMSP. A metric space X is said to have the LMSP if any “light” map 
from a finite collection of 2-disks into X can be approximated by a map in which 
the disks have disjoint images. Here a “light” map is one in which the nondegeneracy 
set of the map is zero-dimensional and contained in the interior of the disks, and 
the intersection between the images of the different disks is also zero-dimensional. 
Daverman and RepovS prove the (nontrivial) fact that all 3-manifolds have the 
LMSP and then go on to show that if X is a 3-dimensional ANR with the LMSP 
and a resolution ( M3,f) where dimf( N,) = 0, then the decomposition G(f) satisfies 
a shrinking criterion they develop in the same paper, and hence X is homeomorphic 
to the 3-manifold M’. 
The 3-dimensional recognition theorem of Daverman and RepovS given above is 
not as striking as Edwards’ result for dimensions 5 and higher because it includes 
the hypothesis that dimf’( N,) =O. In the epilogue of [6] Daverman and RepovS 
conjecture that this hypothesis may indeed be a red herring by conjecturing that a 
resolvable 3-dimensional ANR X is a 3-manifold if and only if X has the LMSP*, 
where LMSP” is the LMSP without any hypothesis on the dimension of the intersec- 
tion of the images of the different disks. In Corollary 4.5 of this paper we prove 
one half of this conjecture; that is, that every 3-manifold has the LMSP*. As a 
visiting lecturer at The University of Texas in Fall 1986 RepovS proposed a stronger 
result, stated below in full generality, that maps with a zero-dimensional non- 
degeneracy set from a 2-manifold to a 3-manifold can be approximated by an 
embedding. 
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Conjecture 1.1 (The RepovS Conjecture). Let f: M’+ M’ be a map of a 2-manifold 
into a 3-manifold such that dim N, =0 and N, c Int M2. Then for any continuous 
function F : Int M’ + (0, l] going to zero near a M’ there exists an embedding g : M’+ 
M’ such that,for any XE Int M’, d(f(x), g(x)) < E(X). 
It should be noted that maps satisfying the hypothesis of this conjecture can be 
unexpectedly pathological. In [3] the author gives an example of a spacefilling map 
from I” to Z3 with a O-dimensional nondegeneracy set. In this paper we present 
progress towards proving the RepovS Conjecture. Our first main result is a special 
case of the conjecture. We show in Theorem 4.1 that the RepovS Conjecture is true 
in the case when the nondegeneracy set is closed. That the conjecture is not subsumed 
by this special case is evident from the many examples of such maps where the 
nondegeneracy set is not closed, see [3]. Corollary 4.5, mentioned above, follows 
from another important result, Theorem 4.4, where we weaken the conclusion of 
the RepovS Conjecture to include approximations which have arbitrarily small 
diameter point preimages. In each of the remaining two theorems we prove that the 
RepovS Conjecture is equivalent to another conjecture. 
We show in Theorem 4.2 that the RepovS Conjecture is equivalent to a special 
case of itself, namely, when M’ is a 2-disk. This special case also happens to be a 
form of a long standing conjecture of Bing (see [9, p. 448]), which we call the Bing 
Conjecture, that a simple closed curve in a 3-manifold which shrinks in its comple- 
ment bounds a nonsingular disk. We give the special form of the Bing Conjecture 
below. 
Conjecture 1.2 (The Zero-Dimensional Bing Conjecture with Control). Let f: D2 + 
M’ be a map of a 2-disk into a 3-manifold such that dim N, =0 and N, c Int D”. 
Then for any continuous function E : Int D”+ (0, l] going to zero near dD2 there exists 
an embeddingg:D’+ M3 such thatforanyxEInt D’, d(f(x),g(x))<&(x). 
Finally, in Theorem 4.3 we show that the RepovS Conjecture is equivalent to the 
following conjecture. 
Conjecture 1.3 (The Jiggle to a Tame l-Skeleton Conjecture). Let f: M’+ M’ be a 
map of a 2-manifold into a 3-manifold such that dim N, = 0 and N, c Int M’, and 
T be a triangulation of Int M’. Then for any continuous ,function E : Int M’+ (0, l] 
going to zero near 8M’ there exists a map g: M’-, M3 such that dim N, =O, N, c 
Int M’-IT’I, d(f(x), g(x)) < E(X) for any x E Int M’, and IT’1 is tamely embedded 
by g. 
The proofs of our four theorems depend on two technical lemmas, which we will 
prove in Section 3, and on a device for removing singularities from the map of a 
2-disk which is one-to-one over the boundary. It is the singularity removing device 
which distinguishes the proofs in each of the four cases. In Theorem 4.1 we use 
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Dehn’s lemma [S, Theorem 4.11, in Theorem 4.2 the Zero-Dimensional Bing Conjec- 
ture with Control (Conjecture 1.2), in Theorem 4.3 a theorem of Henderson which 
states that the Bing Conjecture is true if the boundary of the disk is tamely embedded 
in the 3-manifold [9, Theorem IV.21, and in Theorem 4.4 we use a slight weakening 
of the Bing Conjecture which we prove, called the Modified Bing Conjecture (Lemma 
3.7), which states that we can find an approximation of the map of the disk which 
is one-to-one over any compact set in the complement of the image of the boundary. 
I would like to express my indebtedness to Mike Starbird and Bill Eaton for 
presenting the subject of geometric topology to me over the years, and more recently 
for many enlightening conversations on this particular research. I also thank Davis 
Finley who was very helpful in finding errors in earlier drafts of this manuscript. 
Much of this research was conducted while on an IREX research grant in Poland. 
I am grateful to the International Research and Exchange Board and their funders, 
the United States Information Agency, for providing me with the grant. Furthermore, 
I thank both Henryk Toruriczyk of the Polish Academy of Science and Wlodzimierz 
Jakobsche of the University of Warsaw for many pertinent suggestions on this 
research, and for the generous hospitality extended by each of them and their 
respective institutions. 
2. Notation and terminology 
Since the subject of this text is a problem encountered in the context of the 
recognition problem for 3-manifolds, and decomposition space theory, we will adopt 
this language as set out in [lo] and [5] for most of our notation. We will also be 
using many techniques from PL geometric topology where we will take [8] as our 
lead, except that we prefer to use Bing’s convention in [2] that a triangulation of 
a manifold is a collection of simplices which are subsets qf the manifold (rather 
than a pair, consisting of an abstract simplicial complex and a homeomorphism). 
The one place where our notation is inconsistent is in describing the set {x E 
A:f ‘(f(x)) # {x}} for a functionf: A + B. When f is a continuous function without 
any assumption that the map is PL, we will call this set the nondegenerucy set ofJ; 
denoted N,, as we used it in the introduction. In some situations when f is a PL 
general position map of a 2-manifold the closure of this set will be called the singular 
set off: As is the standard practice, we will assume that branch points have been 
removed from such a singular set. 
Since we will be dealing with variable epsilon functions so often, we will find it 
useful to define the diameter of a set in terms of the epsilon function. If ,f: X + Y 
and F :X + (0, l] are continuous functions and B c Y, then we use diam B < F,(X) 
as an abbreviation for diam B <inf{&(x): x~f~‘(B)}. When it is clear from the 
context we will drop the subscript and write just diam B < F(X). Similarly if 6 :X + 
(0, l] is a continuous function and A c X, then we use diam A < 6(x) as an abbrevi- 
ation for diam A < inf{6(x): x E A}. Another shorthand notation we will use is 
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generalized from a definition in [6]. Let f: X + Y where A c X, and B c Y, then 
we say f is one-to-one over A if Nf n A = (d, and as in [6] we say f is one-to-one over 
B iff(N,)nB=Ql. 
Finally we will use the following standard notation. For any subset A of a metric 
space X and E > 0, N(A; E) is the e-neighborhood of A in X. For any simplex (T 
of a triangulation T, St(c, T) is the simplicial star of (T in T. When the triangulation 
intended is clear from the context we will write St(a). 
3. Technical lemmas 
In this section we prove the main lemmas for the theorems which follow. In the 
proofs we will make use of some special setups relating a map, a triangulation of 
the domain, and some open sets in the range, which we will formally define. 
Definition 3.1. A Weak Setup is a quintuple (f; T, {Q}&, {U;};“=,, {Fi}z,,) where 
f: M*+ M’ is a map of a 2-manifold into a 3-manifold such that N, c Int M2, T is 
triangulation of Int M2 with mesh going to zero near aM’, {D,}~O is the 2-skeleton 
of T, { U,}z”=, is a locally finite open cover off(Int M2) in M’-f(aM’) with diam U, 
going to zero near f(aM”), and either every F, = D, or every F, is a finite union of 
pairwise disjoint disks in Int D,, either case satisfying the following; for every i 3 0, 
S(QHJ{u,: anqz0>, and if f is not one-to-one over F,, thenf(F,) c U,, and 
for i<j iff(Di)nf(Dj)#P), then Uic U,. 
We now show that we can form a Weak Setup with triangulation T of arbitrarily 
fine mesh, and open sets { U,}z;=, of arbitrarily small diameter for any map of a 
2-manifold into a 3-manifold. 
Lemma 3.2 (Weak Setup). Letf: M* + M’ be a map of a 2-manifold into a 3-manifold 
such that N,c Int M2. Then for any confinuous funcfions 6, E : Int M2+ (0, 11 going 
to zero near dM*, there exists a Weak Setup (J; T, {Q};“=,, { U!}z’=,, {Q};“=,) where 
diam St(D) < 6(x) for any DE T’, and diam l_, {Vi: Din 0, f 0} < e(x) for every 
i 2 0. Furthermore, if N, is zero-dimensional, then 1 T’\ can be assumed to miss N,. 
Proof. Let S be a triangulation of M’-f(aM’) of mesh so small that for any UE S 
iff(Int M’)nSt(a)#& then diamU{St(~‘): dn CT # 0) < E(X). For each (T E S let 
U, = Int St(u). Note that if g, c (TV, then U,,l = U,,. In addition, let {B,,: c E S} be 
a collection of 3-cells in M3 satisfying the following; B, c U,, and if (T, c u2, then 
B,, n B,, = a disk, otherwise B,,, n B,,, = 0. The B, can be thought of as “balls, beams, 
planks, and plugs”. 
By the continuity off there exists a triangulation T of Int M* of mesh so small 
that if D, and 0, are disjoint elements of T2 whose images hit disjoint B,,, then 
their images must in turn be disjoint. Furthermore, we can require that for each 
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DE T’, diam St(D) < 6(x) andf( D) cannot hit two disjoint B,,, and iff( D) intersects 
some B,,, then f( D) must be contained in U,,. Note, if N,- is zero-dimensional, then 
any triangulation can be shifted to a triangulation off the nondegeneracy set while 
maintaining the above size controls, so we assume that T has been chosen to miss A$. 
Next we will associate each disk in the 2-skeleton of T with a simplex in S which 
its image under f hits, giving us a “coloring” of T’ by the four different dimensional 
simplexes of S. Let 9,) = {D E T’: f(D) n B,, # (d, u E S”}, and inductively, for 0 < k < 
3,let ~O,={D~T’-(~,,v...u~n,~,):f(D)nB,,#(i),a~S“}.Themeshof Twas 
chosen so that f( D) can never hit two B,, if the u are of the same dimension. Thus, 
there is a well-defined function 4 : T’ + S such that 4(D) = (T E Sk if D E gk and 
f(D) n B, # 8. Note that for each DE T’, f(D) c U,,,,, . 
Next we order T' to satisfy the conditions ofthe Weak Setup. We want T2 = {D,}~,, 
to be an ordering such that if i <j and f(D,) nf(D,) # $4, then U,,,, c U,,,,,. To 
form this ordering we exploit the fact that iff(D,) nf( 0,) # 0, then either 4(D,) c 
4( 0,) or vice versa, implying that either U,,,,, = Uci,,,, or vice versa. Thus, if T’ 
is finite, we obtain the desired ordering easily by taking 9, first, then 9,, 9, and 
finally gd,. If T’ is infinite, then the idea is to not put a 0, E 9k in the ordering 
until all the D, E 9,, for which I< k and f( Di) nf(D,) f 0, have been put in the 
ordering. Finally, let U, = U,, where +( D,) = c for every i Z= 0, and this completes 
the proof of the lemma. 0 
Since a Weak Setup can be formed for any map of a 2-manifold into a 3-manifold, 
it cannot be used in general to construct any useful close approximation to the 
original map. Next we will examine two special Weak Setups which do yield less 
singular approximations. We will give the definition of a specific Weak Setup called 
the Modified Strong Setup which yields the next best thing to an embedding; an 
approximation where the image of nonadjacent disks from the 2-skeleton do not 
intersect. Then we give the definition of a best possible setup, the Strong Setup, 
which yields an embedding approximation. The tool we will employ to construct 
these approximations is a controlled “cutting off” argument which we give in the 
next lemma, the Cutting Off with Open Cover Control Lemma (Lemma 3.5). First 
we give the definitions of the two setups. 
Definition 3.3. A Modified Strong Setup is a Weak Setup (L T, {Q}~f,, {U,}::,,, 
{F;}z,) where f is PL and in general position on l._J~_,, Int Q and one-to-one over 
IT’/, and fl D, is one-to-one over F,, and if D, n 0, =& then f(D,) n 
f(D,) cf(Int F,) nf(Int F,), and if i <j, then f(Int F,) nf(dF,) = 0, such that the 
singular set off on each F, consists of a null sequence of closed curves and paths. 
In a Modified Strong Setup it is readily apparent from the general position 
properties of the mapf and the fact thatf is one-to-one over T’ that the possibilities 
for the singular set off on F; differ depending on whether F, = D, or Fi c Int D, 
for each i 2 0. If F, = D,, then the singular set consists of a null sequence of simple 
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closed curves in Int D,, and the following two types of spanning arcs. We will call 
teardrops those spanning arcs where the endpoints are the same point of dD;. We 
will call a spanning arc with two distinct endpoints on c?D, an inessential spanning 
arc. Note that inessential spanning arcs are pairs A, c Di, A2 c 0, such that f(h,) = 
f(h,) and aA, = dhz c aD, n aD,. On the other hand, if F, c Int D;, then the singular 
set consists of a finite number of singular closed curves and paths. Note that if there 
is a path in f-‘(f( F,) nf( D,)), i #j, then D, n 0, f 0. We call paths of the type just 
given essential paths. 
Definition 3.4. A Strong Setup is a Modified Strong Setup (f, T, {D;}:=:=,,, { U,}zO, 
{Fl}~,,), where F, = Di for each i 2 0. 
Lemma 3.5 (Cutting Off with Open Cover Control). Let (A T,{Dj}~‘c=o, { Ui}z,, 
{F,};“=,) be a Modified Strong Setup. Then there exists a Modified Strong Setup 
(g, T, {D;};“=,, { U,}z”=,, {F,};T=J where g is one-to-one over Uzjr=, F,. 
Proof. We prove the lemma by inductively defining maps which are one-to-one over 
more and more of the F, by cutting off the set {F,}:,, in order, while preserving the 
conditions of the Modified Strong Setup. The limit of these maps will then be the 
desired map. 
Claim. For each n 2 0 there is a map fn : M’ + M’ such that fn is one-to-one over 
Uyzo Fiand (J,, T, {D,}zO, { U,}&, {F,}z”=,) isa Mod$edStrongSetup. Furthermore, 
for each Di there exists m 2 i such that for any n B m, fn 1 D, = fm I”,. 
Proof of Claim. We prove the claim by induction on n. The technique for the case 
n = 0 is the same as for the other n so we treat just that case. In addition, since F, 
is a finite collection of pairwise disjoint disks we assume that F0 is just one disk, 
with the understanding that the same process would be conducted simultaneously 
on each of the other disks of F,, in some pairwise disjoint neighborhoods. 
Using standard applications of regular neighborhood theory we can make the 
intersections of f( M2 - D,) with f( F,) look “perpendicular” in the following sense. 
For each t E I = [-1, l] let C, be the cone over aD2 x (0) from the point (0, t) in 
D2x I. Let C=Urt, C, c D’ x I. We form a neighborhood of f(Int F,,) in M3 which 
we will regard as a PL mod aC, embedding N: (C, C,,) + ( U,,, f( F(,)), where N( C,,) = 
f(F,)andN~‘(f(IntD,))=Cn{(z,t):(z,O)~N~’(f(IntD,)), tEI}foreachi#O. 
Let 9 be the finite set of indices of the Di, i # 0, whose image intersects f (F,). 
On each Di let L, = {Ai;};“=,, be the set of simple closed curves, teardrops and 
inessential spanning arcs which are outermost in f -‘( f( F”)) n D,. To determine 
“outermost” for inessential spanning arcs, use the canonical disk bounded by the 
spanning arc together with the arc on aD, naD, connecting the endpoints of the 
spanning arc. Next, let L: = {A:,}::; be the essential paths in f -‘f( F,,) n D; which 
are not contained in the canonical disk for some A E L,. Let L = Ult 9 L, and 
L’=U,,:, L:. 
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Note that for each i E 2, Di nf-‘( N( C)) . IS a relative regular neighborhood of 
Q nf-‘f( FO). To describe the product structure of this neighborhood, for each 
AE L,u L:, and each r~ I, we let A (A, t) = the closure of the l-manifold in 
,f-‘( N( C,)) n Int Di which is in the component of f-‘( N( C)) n Int Dj containing 
A n Int D,. If A E Li, then each A (A, t) is on the boundary of a canonical disk in 
D,, so let A(h, t) be that disk. If A E L’, then let A(A, t) = A(A, -t) be the canonical 
disk inf~‘(N(l_~,+, C,)) which contains A. Finally, for each A E L we can determine 
the side off( F,) we will eventually cut off on by defining the function; sgn : L u L’+ 
t-1,1> by 
-1, 
m(A)= 1 
( 
if AcA(A,-l), and AE L, 
” otherwise. 
Next we establish some notation for the closed curves and paths on F,, correspond- 
ing to the A in Lu L’. For each A E Lu L’ let y(A) = Fonfp’f(A). If A E L, and 
y(A) is a simple closed curve, teardrop or inessential spanning arc, then let S(A) 
be the canonical disk on F,, whose boundary contains y(A). If y(A) is a singular 
closed curve, then let 6(A) be the simply connected compact set in Int F,, containing 
y(A), such that dij(A)c y(A). If y(A) is an essential path, then let 6(h) be the 
simply connected compact set in F, bounded by y(A) together with an arc on aF, 
connecting the endpoints of y(A). 
Each disk A (A, t) can be naturally mapped onto a unique set in C in the following 
way. Let p: C + C, be projection in the I factor of Cc D’ x I. For each A E L, 
N-‘4W*,,, can be extended to a map h:A(A, t)+C, where N(p(h(A(h, t))))= 
6(A). For each A E L’, N-‘o~(,,~,~,,) can be extended to a map h : A (A, t) + C, u C, 
where N(p(h(A(A, t)))) = 6(A). If F, = D,, then we can assume that h is an embed- 
ding. In the case F, c Int D,, since A ndF, = (4 for any A E Lu L’, there are two 
possibilities when A(A, t) n F, f @. First, if A(A, t) c Int F,, then h can be chosen to 
be an embedding. Otherwise, if F, c Int A(A, t), then we can assume that F, is a 
“tiny” subset of Int A (A, t) and h 1 F, is an embedding such thatf( M”) n N( h( Fi)) = @ 
Without loss of generality we let h : U{A(A, t): A E L, f E I}+ C, where u denotes 
disjoint union. 
Let Lu L’= {AL: k E K} be an ordering where K is a countable subset of (0, 1) 
such that if 6(A,,) c 6(A,,), then k, < k,. We redefine the mapf to formf, as follows. 
For each k E K we alter the map f on the disk Al, = A(Ak, k sgn(A,)) by replacing 
with the map Nob lJI. Letf;,=f on ~‘-l_&=^=,, Ak. Since the A, and 6(A,) form a 
null sequence, it is clear that J;, is continuous. It is evident from the construction 
of the map f0 that for Ak E L and Ak. E Lu L’, f,(A,) n&(A,,) # fl only if f(A,) n 
f(A,.) #I?. If F, c Int D,, then we must make some slight adjustments. For A,, E L’, 
_&(A,) nfo(Fd =_&(A,) nh(dFd #(d, so we push f;‘(Ad offh(&) by a small ad.iust- 
ment. Therefore, without loss of generality, we assume that for AL, AL, E L’, &(A,) n 
_&(A!,,) # Id only iff(4) nf(&,) #(d. Thus,f,(D,) n.,MD,) f G1 only ifs(Q) nf(D,) Z 
fl and since U,c U, for iE22 it follows that (f”, T, {Di}~z:=o, {U,}:=:=,,, {F,}:,,) is a 
Weak Setup. Since f0 =f except on the Int A’. and J;,(Int A,) n,f;,(l T’I) = 44 it follows 
that _& is one-to-one over IT’l. I n addition, we can readily verify that &I,>, is 
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one-to-one over Fi and that if D, n 0, = 0, then fo( Di) n_&(4) cf,(Int Fi) n 
&(Int E;). Furthermore, since f(dF,) n N(C) = 0 for i # 0 we know that if i <j, then 
So(E) nfo(aF,) = 0. 
Finally, we check the singularities of f0 on each F,. In the case F, c Int Di there 
is a problem that fo 1 -II is not a general position map when y(hk) is singular. We 
can, however, assume that f0 has been adjusted to a general position map and then 
the general position properties of the map f0 force the singularities on F, to satisfy 
the conditions of the Modified Strong Setup. If all the F, = D,, then the general 
position properties of the map f0 and the fact that f0 is one-to-one over IT’] imply 
that for i Zj the set f;‘(fo(Di)) n Int 0, consists of simple closed curves and open 
arcs converging to aD,. Since J;,=f on a neighborhood of aD, ndDj - Do, the 
singularities of f0 on Di consist of the null sequence of simple closed curves and 
spanning arcs from the singular set off; together with a null sequence of simple 
closed curves and spanning arcs converging to the point dD, n aDj n do,. Thus, 
(fO, T, {Dj}~,,, { Ui}&, {Fi}zo) is a Modified Strong Setup where f0 is one-to-one 
over F,, proving the claim for n = 0. 
Now inductively repeat the same procedure for n = 1, . . . , ~0. When producing fn 
given fn-, , we need to check the D, and F,,, for 0 sm<n. If DmnD,=O, then 
there is no problem because f;,_, (D,) nf+,( F,,) = 0. If D, n D, # 0, then we know 
that fn_, is one-to-one over F,,, but if Ak = D, nfi!,(_L,( F,,)) is a simple closed 
curve which is essential in D, - F,,,, then we must employ the same trick used 
earlier. That is, we think of F, as a “tiny” subset of Ak and insist thatf, is one-to-one 
over F,,,. Finally, the construction insures that given D,, if we let m = 
max{j: 0, n Di #I?}, then for any n B m, fn / u, =f,n 1 D,. These observations reduce 
the general case to the step n = 0, proving the claim. 
Now let g = lim,,, fn. The stability of fn ( Di) for large n and the convergence of 
the Di and U, at the boundary together with the fact that fl aMz = g 1 aMz guarantee 
that g is a continuous function. The fact that (g, T, {Di}~D=o, { U,}z’=,, {F,}~“=,) is a 
Modified Strong Setup satisfying the conclusion of the lemma follows from the 
discussion above. 0 
Corollary 3.6 (Strong Cutting Off with Open Cover Control). Let (J; T, {Di}zo, 
{ U,}z:=,, {Di}z”=,) be a Strong Setup. Then there exists a Strong Setup (g, T, {Di}~&, 
{U,};“=,, {Di}Eo) where g is an embedding. 
Finally we prove the Modified Bing Conjecture which will serve as a singularity 
removing device in one of the applications to follow. The first part of the proof 
borrows a step from the main lemma to the proof of the Plane Theorem [4, Theorem 
2.21 of Brown and Feustel. We will refer the reader to that text for the details. We 
will also use, without providing a proof, a well-known strengthening of the con- 
clusion of the classical Loop Theorem [8, Theorem 4.11. 
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Lemma 3.7 (The Modified Bing Conjecture). Let f: (II’, Int D’) -+ (U, Int M) be a 
map of a disk into a 3-manifold U such that N, c Int D’, and M is a (noncompact) 
3-manifold in U -f(aD’). Let L c M be a compact 3-mantfold. fien there exists a 
compact 3-manifold L’c M containing L and a map g : (D’, Int D*)+ (LJ, Int M) 
which is PL and in generalposition on Int D’ such that g 1 itD2 = f (,>tIz and g is one-to-one 
over F, a jinite union of pairwise disjoint disks in Int D*, where F = g-‘( I’). 
Proof. As in the proof of [4, Lemma 2.11 we can adjust f to a map&,: (D”, Int D2) + 
(U, Int M) and find a compact 3-manifold N c M such that f ,y’( L) is contained in 
the interior of a component G off ,;I( N) and G is a disk. So we can apply the 
Loop Theorem (using the trivial normal subgroup of r,(aN)) to fol G: G + N. The 
proof of the Loop Theorem can be used to find a finite union of pairwise disjoint 
disks, EO, in Int G, and a proper embedding f, : E,,+ N such that f,(aE,,) is freely 
homotopic to f”(aG) in a regular neighborhood offJaG) on aN. That is, we can 
extend the map f, to a PL mod boundary, general position map f, : ( D2, Int D’) + 
(U,M)suchthatSI ;. , c E,, is the free homotopy in aN, and ,f, 1 ll~-ci = f0 1 L,z _<;. Thus, 
f y’(L) c E, and f, I t,, is an embedding. 
Let F,, be a finite union of pairwise disjoint subdisks of Int E,] such that F,, contains 
f;‘(L) and f,(aF,) c dL. Note that the image of the interior of F,, may leave L. Now 
f, is not necessarily one-to-one over Fo, but the set f;‘(f,( F,,)) - F,, must consist of 
a finite number of simple closed curves in D2 - G whose image under f, lies in 
,f,(Int F,). Thus, we can find a finite union of pairwise disjoint disks, E,, in D’ such 
that f,(aE,)caN, and E, contains f ;‘(f,(F,))-F,, and f,(E, - F,)n 
f,(F,)cf,(Int F,,). Note that it is possible that a curve from f I’(f,(F,))- F,, is 
essential in D* - G, in which case E, would contain G. Next we adjust f, to a map 
g: (D2, Int D’) + ( U, M) which is one-to-one over f,(F,,). We do this by replacing 
the map f, on a neighborhood of the disks bounded by fl’(f,(FJ) - F, in the 
interior of E, with a map which is parallel to f,(FJ and an embedding as it goes 
through L. Let F, be the union of a finite number of pairwise disjoint disks in E, 
such that F, contains g-‘(L) n E, and g(aF,) c JL. Thus, we let F = F,u F, and let 
L’ be the 3-manifold L together with a neighborhood of g(F) - Int L to complete 
the proof of the lemma. 0 
4. Applications 
In this section we put to work the lemmas from the previous section to prove our 
four main results. 
Theorem 4.1. Let f: M’-+ M’ be a map of a 2-mamfold into a 3-mamfold such that 
dim 7X’, = 0, N, c Int M’ and N, is closed. Then for any continuousfunction F : Int M* + 
(0, l] which goes to zero near c?M*, there exists an embedding g : MZ+ M’ such that 
for any XE Int M’, d(f(x), g(x))< I. 
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Proof. First apply the Weak Setup Lemma (Lemma 3.2) to get a Weak Setup 
(f, T, {D<]E:,,,, {ui]E,j, {D,]:(J) w h ere diam l.J { U,: D, n 0, f 0} < F(X) for every 
i 2 0 and f is one-to-one over 1 T’I. 
Next, the idea is to replace the map f with a map which is an embedding on each 
of the D, so as to get a Strong Setup. Since N, is closed and zero-dimensional we 
can apply a generalization of Bing’s Side Approximation Theorem [l, Theorem 
l.l],togetamapf,: M’+ M’suchthatf,isPLmodaM’u N,,fOldMzuN =f]aM2vN,, 
f0 is one-to-one over M’- N, (so N,, = N,), and (fO, T, { Di}~c=o, { Ui}k,, {Di}zO) 
is a Weak Setup. Now we take& : M2+ M’ a PL general position mod a M2 approxi- 
mation off” such thatf, is one-to-one over a neighborhood of 1 T’( and (f, , T, {D,};“,“, 
{ U,}E-o, {D,.}~,J is a Weak Setup. 
Now replace the singular disks with embedded disks using Dehn’s Lemma on 
each Dj to get a map f? : M’+ M’ such that fi is one-to-one over a neighborhood 
of 1 T’I and (f?, T, {D,}zO, { U,};i,,, {Di}z;“,,) is a Weak Setup. Notice that the singular 
set of f? on each D, consists of a finite number of simple closed curves. Thus, 
(fi, T, { D,}E=,, { Ui}ET,,, {D,}%) is a Strong Setup. 
Finally, apply the Strong Cutting Off with Open Cover Control Corollary (Corol- 
lary 3.6) to the Strong Setup (fi, T, {Di}:“, { Ui}z”, {Di}:“) to get a Strong Setup 
(f2, T, {D,}:,,, { Uj}zO, {D,}zJ where g is an embedding. Since diam lJ { I!J: Di n 
Dj+(d}<e(X) and g(D,)cu{U,: D,nD,#@} for each isO, it follows that 
d(&),./(x)) < E(X). 0 
Theorem 4.2. The following are equivalent; 
(1) the RepovS Conjecture (Conjecture l.l), and 
(2) the Zero-Dimensional Bing Conjecture with Control (Conjecture 1.2). 
Proof. Since (2) is a special case of (1) we prove that (2) implies (1). Letf: M2 + M’ 
be a map of a 2-manifold into a 3-manifold such that dim N, = 0 and N, c Int M2, 
and let E : Int M2-, (0, l] be a continuous function which goes to zero near aM2. 
We must find an embedding g : M2+ M3 such that for any x E Int M’, 
d(f(x), g(x)) < e(x). 
First, apply The Weak Setup Lemma to get a Weak Setup (f; T, { Di}EO, { Ui}zO, 
{ D,}~J where diam U {g,: D, n D, # 0) < F(X) for every i 2 0 and f is one-to-one 
over IT’I. 
Next, the idea is to use the Zero-Dimensional Bing Conjecture with Control 
hypothesis to replace the map f with an embedding on each D, so as to get a Strong 
Setup. We have to apply the conjecture wisely though to arrange that the singular 
set of the new map consists of a null sequence of simple closed curves on each disk 
D,. To arrange this, let Si be a triangulation of Int Di with mesh going to zero near 
aDi such that ISi] n N/- = 0. Replace the map f on each disk Di with an embedding 
using the Zero-Dimensional Bing Conjecture with Control to get a map_&: M’+ M3 
such that f is one-to-one over ) T’l u U {IS) I}: o and G, T IQ}%, 1 fJ,lZc=o, {Di)Z=o) 
is a Weak Setup. Since f;, is one-to-one over {(S:l};“=,, the singular set on each Di 
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is a null sequence of simple closed curves, thus, (fO, T, {Di}ZO, { U,}F=,,, {D,}:,) 
is Strong Setup. 
Finally, we apply the Strong Cutting Off with Open Cover Control Corollary to 
the Strong Setup (fO, T, { Di}zc=, , { Uj>~:o, { Di}:“) to get a Strong Setup (g, T, { D,}z’=,, 
{ U,}z”=,, {D,}~O) where g is an embedding. Since diam IJ { L$: Din Dj # 0} < F(X) 
and g(Di)cU{U,: DinD,#O} for each i ~0, it follows that d(g(x),f(x))< 
E(X). 0 
Theorem 4.3. The following are equivalent; 
(1) the RepovS Conjecture (Conjecture l.l), and 
(2) The Jiggle to a Tame l-Skeleton Conjecture (Conjecture 1.3). 
Proof. The same generalization of Bing’s Side Approximation Theorem quoted 
earlier allows us to assume that the embedding in the conclusion of the RepovS 
Conjecture is a PL embedding. Thus, if (1) is true, then Int M’ is tamely embedded, 
and (2) follows trivially. We will prove that (2) implies (1). Let f: M2+ M’ be a 
map of a 2-manifold into a 3-manifold such that dim N, = 0 and N, c Int M’, and 
let E : Int M2+ (0, l] be a continuous function which goes to zero near aM’. We 
must find an embedding g: M’+ M3 such that for any x E Int M2, d(f(x), g(x)) < 
e(x). 
First, apply The Weak Setup Lemma to get a Weak Setup (J; T, {D,}FZ’,,, { Ui}z,, 
{ Di}z=,) where diam U {U, : D, n 0, # 0) < F(X) for each i 2 0. Before going on 
to alter the map f with embeddings on each disk Di we will jiggle our map so 
that T is tamely embedded. That is, by the Jiggle to a Tame l-Skeleton Conjecture 
(Conjecture 1.3) there is a map fO: M2+ M3 such that 1 T’I misses y,;, and is tamely 
embedded by f0 and (fO, T, { D;}z,,, { U,}z,,, {Di}z,,) is a Weak Setup. 
Next, the idea is to replace the map _& with a map which is an embedding on 
each D, so as to get a Strong Setup. Since fO(aD,) is tame in M3, replace the map 
f0 on each disk with an embedding using Henderson’s theorem [9, Theorem IV.21 
to get a map f, : M’+ M3 such that ,f, is one-to-one over 1 T’l and PL and in general 
position on Int M2, and (f,, T, {D,}::,,, { U,}~=o, {D,}:=,,) is a Weak Setup. Notice 
that the singular set off, on each D, is a finite collection of simple closed curves 
and spanning arcs. Thus, (f,, T, {D,}~~,, { Ul}z,,, {Di}~=~,) is a Strong Setup. 
Finally, we apply the Strong Cutting Off with Open Cover Control Corollary to 
the Strong Setup (f, , T, { Di>Zc,, { U,}E,], { Di}E,,) to get a Strong Setup (g, T, { Di>Ec=o, 
{ U,}z,, {D,}z,) where g is an embedding. Since diam U {U,: D, n D, # 0) < e(x) 
and g(Di)CIJ{U,: D,nD,#0} for each i ~0, it follows that d(g(x), f(x)) < 
E(X). 0 
Theorem 4.4. Let f: M2+ M’ he a map of a 2-mamfold into a 3-manifold such that 
dim N, = 0, and N, c Int M’. Then for any continuous functions 6, E : Int M2 + (0, I] 
which go to zero near aM2, there exists a map g : M’+ M’ such thatfor any x E Int M’, 
d(f(x), g(x)) < E(X) and for any y E M’, diam g--‘(y) < 6(x). 
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Proof. First apply the Weak Setup Lemma (Lemma 3.2) to get a Weak Setup 
(f; T, {D,]E”=,‘, {U>:=o, {DXX w h ere diam lJ {U,: D, n 0, f 0} < E(X) for every 
i 2 0, and diam St(D) < 6(x) for each DE T*, and f is one-to-one over [T’I. Next 
we will desingularize a portion of each of the Di. 
For each isO let M, be a noncompact 3-manifold with boundary which is a 
closed subset of U, -f(l T’() such that f(Int D,) c Int M, c Mi c U, -f(lT’I) and 
f(D,) nf(D,) # 0 if and only if M, n M, f 0. Now choose a compact 3-manifold 
i, c M, in general position with the map f such that if Di n D, = 0, then M, n M, = 
i, n i,. For i = 0, . . , cc inductively apply the Modified Bing Conjecture (Lemma 
3.7) to the mapf( o, ( Di, Int D,) + ( U,, Int Mi) and the compact 3-manifold L’ = ii u 
lJ):b f, n M,, to get 3-manifolds L: c M, containing L, and a map f0 : M* + M3 such 
that fOl o, is one-to-one over a finite union of pairwise disjoint disks F, c Int Di 
where F, =fi’ I “, (L:). 
We claim that (fO, T, {D,};“=,,, {U,}&, {Di}:“) is a Modified Strong Setup. The 
choice of the Mi and the conditions of the Modified Bing Conjecture ensure that 
f0 is PL and in general position on Uz”=, Int D, and one-to-one over I T’l. By general 
position properties, if D, n D, = 0, then fO( D,) n&( 0,) c Int i, n Int i,, so fO( Di) n 
fo(Dj) Cfo(Int Fi) nf,(Int 4). Also, if i ij, then since Int L: n M, c Int Li, we know 
that fo(Int Fi) nfo(dFi) = 0. The fact that f0 is a general position map guarantees 
that f0 has the desired singular set on each F,. 
Finally, we apply the Cutting Off with Open Cover Control Lemma (Lemma 3.5), 
to the Modified Strong Setup (fo, T, {Di}Ec=o, { Ui}‘Z=,, {F,}Yi=,) to get a Modified 
Strong Setup (g, T, {Q}~l:,, { Ui}Zoy {F,}: ) ,, w h ere g is one-to-one over uz”=, Fi. 
Clearly intersections can only occur between adjacent disks from the 2-skeleton of 
T, and diam St(D) < 6(x) for each DE T*, so we know that diam g-‘(y) < 6(x) for 
any y E M’. Since diam lJ {U,: Di n D, # $3) < E(X) and g( D,) c U {U,: D, n D, # 0) 
for each i 3 0, it follows that d(g(x),f(x)) < E(X). 0 
Finally, we use Theorem 4.4 to prove the conjecture which motivated this paper. 
Corollary 4.5. All 3-manifolds have property LMSP*. 
Proof. Let f: B + M’ be a map of a collection of N 2-cells, B = UC, B,, into a 
3-manifold such that A/,-c Int B and dim N, = 0. Let 6 > 0 be so small that if x, 
X’E B, where d(x, x’)< 6, then x, X’E Bj for some i,. . . , N. Let E’, 6’:Int M*+ 
(0, min{.q 6)) be continuous functions going to zero near dM*. By Theorem 4.4 
there is a map g: B+ M3 such that glaB =flaB, d(g(x),f(x)) < F’(X) < E, for each 
x E Int B, and diam g-‘(y) < 6’(x) < 6 for each y E M’. The choice of 6 guarantees 
that for every i #j, g( B,) n g( B,) = 0, proving the corollary. 0 
This corollary together with the results from [6] gives the following recognition 
theorem for generalized 3-manifolds. 
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Theorem 4.6. A generalized 3-manifold X is a 3-manifold $and onl,v if 
(1) X has LMSP”, and 
(2) X has a resolution f: M’+ X such that dem N, s 1. 
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